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Check Us Out!

What would you like to see from us?
How do you like the newsletter?

Please reach out through our website or email me
directly: (Jason@Insperoteam.com).

References for this issue:
Wikipedia (photo above)
Webster’s Dictionary
Pexels
Youtube
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Emotion explored:
awe
[ô]
NOUN: a feeling of reverential respect mixed with fear or wonder.
Do you seek out this feeling?
You should!

E-motion explored: Awe

Finding a way to find Awe daily
will dramatically improve your life and provide you with inspiration,
fulfilment and meaning. It could be as simply as that amazing crown
prep you just did or as magnificent as the fire in the sky as the sun sets
over a beautiful mountain vista. Experiencing Awe has been shown to
improve mood (dopamine release), create smiles, and reduce the
effects of aging (trust me).
Whatever you need to do, find something that creates a feeling of Awe
for you…and let us know what your source is!

All people in a bad mood should go for a
walk—and if it did not improve, walk again.”
― Dr. John J. Ratey (Author of “Spark” and “Go Wild”)
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Determine and Develop the leader you want to be…and then become that leader.
We spent considerable time and newsletter space to explaining the six Leadership Styles as first
described by Goleman in “Primal Leadership.” The Visionary style is summarized here again:
Style in a phrase: “Come with me!”
Underlying E.I. Competencies: Self-confidence, Self-Awareness, Empathy, Inspiration & Transparency
Builds Resonance by: Moving people toward a shared vision.
When Appropriate: When changes require a new vision, or when clear direction is needed.
Overall impact on climate: Highly positive.
Three suggestions for intentionally leading:
Abandon Your Ego
Walk Your Talk
Ask Better Questions

Intentional Leadership
The History of Vision
One of the earliest ideas of using a Vision of the future or a desired outcome comes from Sun
Tzu in the powerful “Art of War.” The book has been translated and interpreted countless times
over the years. It has been the source for military strategists for centuries. My current favorite
text is “Deciphering Sun Tzu” by Derek Yuen. In this 2014 text the author provides insights and
references to support the often-confusing passages in Sun Tzu.
Around 530 CE King Arthur used stories and the powerful positive outcomes that would come
from finding the Holy Grail to inspire thousands to follow him through thick and thin.
In 1532, Niccolò Machiavelli’s book The Prince used Vision (a gift the Prince had) and
storytelling to explain how to rule a populace. “The better the liar, the better the Prince” came
out of Machiavelli’s advice. The book was meant as a form of advice and has been embraced
by leaders throughout history, unfortunately. The point here is that Vision can be used for “evil”
as well as “good.” Tread carefully!

Around 1800 a young Carl von Clausewitz wrote “Lessons on Strategy.” One of
his six lessons was “Morale Makes the Difference.” And guess how you improve
morale…that’s right…a powerful Vision!
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The Power of Vision
“Go confidently in the direction of your dreams! Live the life imagined…If one
advances confidently in the direction of his dreams, and endeavors to live the
life imagined, he will meet with a success unexpected in common hours.”
Henry David Thoreau

Vision
Dr. Bob Frazer
Over the last 35 years I have had the privilege of leading Applied Strategic Planning (ASP) for
numerous dental practices, five dental schools and several businesses and fully 80% of the time
Thoreau’s quote comes true. When a leader and their organization clearly envision their best possible
future – literally writing it down – often at least three iterations – providence moves too, and all sorts of
unexplainable events come to pass that propel them toward that vision.

Dr. Bob Frazer with Dr. Don Taylor

An already successful dentist from the small bedroom community of Buda, TX came to a New Patient
Experience and was so moved especially by one piece of it embodied in a short essay entitled –
“Portrait of a Helper.” That he decided that even though he was successful, he was not fulfilled.
Shortly after he participated in an Applied Strategic Planning Series. During that series he created a
powerful vision in which he imagined leaving what he described as his “shack” and building a firstclass facility, growing a Steward team and serving people who valued relationship based, healthcentered, comprehensive care in a insurance independent practice. Those who don’t know Buda,
Texas - should know it was a very blue collar, lower socio-economic area south of Austin. Buda’s
biggest event each year was the Wiener Dog Races. Well, the rest is history as Dr. Don Taylor and
team built that practice, conducted ASP multiple times and eventually added a partner, Dr. Ashley
Strickland. Don retired about three years ago, and I was privileged to attend the retirement party and
the crowd was massive with multiple patients and his team all giving testimonies to how he had
changed all their lives for the better. Continued on page 5…
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The Power of Vision

continued from 4
Dr. Bob Frazer

We also work in corporate America. One of our
clients is a family-owned food manufacturer in San
Antonio, TX. Their first foray into ASP and writing
a vision – what we refer to as “A Letter from the
Future” - took place back in 2011. At the time they
had only two major customers. They worked hard
and wrote a truly inspiring five- year vision. It saw
the company experiencing major growth
necessitating the establishment of another plant in
Dallas and a new plant in San Antonio. After that
Letter from the Future was shared with their team
members it was further expanded and enhanced.
Then literally there was an avalanche of new
business right in the middle of the ASP Series of
Retreats; so much so that the process had to be
spread over a longer period due to the need to ramp
up for all the new business.

Another time, an exceptional pediatric
dentist, Dr. Mark Kogut of Dallas, took our
ASP during which he and his key team
envisioned a hygiene driven, relationship
based, health – centered practice with
multiple doctors and an equally robust
orthodontic department.

Dr’s Bob Frazer, Jim Rutledge, Brad
Walgren, and Mark Kogut

He also wrote about a practice in
which parents valued the way their
children were cared for so
individually and remarkably that they
came there even though it was an
insurance free practice. Mark and his
team ultimately took our ASP two
more times over the next ten years –
each time writing a new vision and
within less than the five years
imagined achieved their vision. Mark
recently sold that top 1 % practice
and as a gift to the new owner
underwrote an ASP for him and the
team.
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Well, as I write this we’re just back from California
where we led three offices in an ASP Retreat II.
Working with me was Irene Oldfather, RDH, a
wonderful hygienist and co-facilitator from our
former practice with whom I’ve worked for 27
years.
We received the following note from periodontist,
Jeremy Wilgus. “Thanks again for everything. Your
passion and energy for teaching and leadership is
infectious. The ‘relatively’ few dentists that have
had a chance to meet you and do ASP are incredibly
fortunate and owe you a huge debt of gratitude. I’m
fired up to get to my office on Monday! Cheers to
you and Irene.” We’re humbled by this comment;
however, it is the vision creating and actualizing
process that should be credited. We are merely the
messengers!
Continued on Page 6…
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Continued from Page 5…

Vision has been defined as a waking dream about
your future if it were the best, it can be. It is about
greatness, but not for greatness-sake. Rather about
the greatness of releasing your highest potential.
Powerful visions are about service to others.
They are an expression of core values and come
from the heart not the head.

They are leader initiated – meaning visions do not
come from the masses.
Good leaders certainly talk to their people and
learn what’s working and what isn’t. Visions are
then shared with their people and enlarged and then
supported. Furthermore, powerful visions are
comprehensive and detailed. They don’t just
contain broad generalizations like – we’ll be the
best restorative practice in Austin, TX. They
describe what, why and how in enough detail that
each member of your team can find a part to play
in achieving the dream.
Lastly, they must be positive, inspiring and a
stretch. I agree with futurist, Joel Barker from
whom I’ve learned much – that it is far better to
have too great a vision than one that is not great
enough. Better to fall just short as you strive for the
mountain top!
We cannot control the future; however, creating a
clear vision allows you to get into creative
cooperation with the future. Is it time for you to
live more intentionally and create your vision?

Bob Frazer, Jr., DDS, FACD, FICD
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A new New Patient
Experience is
planned for April 1 +
2, 2022. This will fill
up fast so reach out
now if you are
interested!

RLF&A Events:
Advanced EI – Thousand Oaks, CA.
November 11-13
ASP – Austin, TX
January 2022
Check out the recently updated:
frazeronline.com

Tame The Lizard
Recording Available NOW – click the Lizard!
Jason will be speaking for the
Chicago Dental Society
Kenwood/Hyde Park affiliate on
November 9th!

“Your vision will become clear only when you can look into your
own heart. Who looks outside, dreams; who looks inside, awakes.”
Carl Jung

Find us:
www.insperoteam.com
Facebook
Instagram
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